Alaska Whale Oil & Tusk LLC
645 North Pioneer Avenue
Wilmington, California 90744
(310) 834-3500 Office
(310) 834-3555 Fax

February 20, 2007

To Whom It May Concern,
During the construction of a 117 foot sport fisher, stains occurred on the overhead
weather deck.
After the installation, marine moisture and dust mixed with other grime caused stains to
occur on over two-thirds of the panels. These stains were left until the vessel was
launched and we started cleaning and prepping the boat. The stains had become so
bad it required the overheads to be completely washed. At the time we started the
cleaning process, we noticed that no matter what we used, it was not getting the stains
off. The manufacturer was contacted to see if they had any suggestions on how to
remove the brown stains. Some recommendations were made, but nothing brought the
panels back to their original brilliant white. The manufacturer had never seen a problem
like this before.
We tried MEK, Acetone, Softscrub, Ajax, 409, Fantastic, Oil Eater, and a number of
citrus cleaners. Then I came across the product called BIOTUFF from Green Mountain.
This product not only removed the brown stains, but also turned the boards back to the
original brilliant white they were when first purchased.
We have also used the product in the engine room, the bilge and on all the hydraulic
equipment as prep before painting. No matter what the job, the product performs
exceptionally well. If we had not located this outstanding product, all overhead boards
on both decks would have had to have been replaced at a significant cost.
I would highly recommend this product to anyone, and want to thank the people at
Green Mountain for their products and enormous help in solving this dilemma.
Sincerely,
Thomas C. Duncan
Director of Operations
Alaska Whale Oil & Tusk LLC

